Abstract-GaAs diode dark currents are correlated over a very large proton energy range as a function of displacement damage dose (DDD). The linearity of the dark current increase with DDD over a wide range of applied voltage bias deems this device an excellent candidate for a DD dosimeter. Additional proton testing performed in situ enabled error estimate determination to within 10% for simulated space use.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE concepts of nonionizing energy loss (NIEL) and displacement damage dose (DDD) are established techniques for correlating displacement damage produced by different particles in irradiated semiconductors [1] - [8] . This research has culminated over the past few years in the context of solar cell degradation in the development of a MATLAB-based software package called Solar Cell Radiation Environment Analysis Models (SCREAM) [9] , [10] . Using SCREAM to calculate DDD has been very successful in providing valid explanations involving several space programs such as GPS [11] and TacSat4 [12] and thereby supports the desire for a devoted, simple instrument to measure DDD directly in real time for future space missions. On the GPS spacecraft [11] , there have been reports of anomalous solar cell array degradation since the beginning of the program based on damage predictions made using existing radiation environment models. SCREAM was used to calculate the expected damage on shielded silicon arrays on GPS NS-41 (Block IIR) using on-orbit dosimetry provided by Burst Detection Dosimeter (BDD) data from Los Alamos National Laboratories. The BDD data were used as input to SCREAM to provide a time dependent accumulation of the DDD behind the solar cell shielding and the associated solar cell degradation was then determined. In this case, the on-orbit solar cell degradation and model calculations remained to disagree. This disagreement eliminated DDD as the root cause of the degradation thereby allowing researchers to focus their efforts on understanding alternative sources of degradation.
For the TacSat4 spacecraft [12] , the solar array output was degrading at a much higher rate than expected which prompted a reanalysis of the environment and damage assessments using heritage and advanced models. In particular, the solar array data displayed degradation at twice the predicted rate based on AP9 95th Worst Case environment. However, for TacSat4 there were two complementary payloads onboard the spacecraft to aid in the anomaly analyses: 1) the Compact Environment Anomaly Sensor (CEASE-II) [13] and 2) a solar cell experiment yielding full current-voltage (IV) data using similar solar cells and shielding conditions. Using the CEASE data as the environmental input, SCREAM successfully predicted the degradation that was observed in the solar cell experiment. Together, the CEASE and solar cell data confirmed the higher degradation rates and enabled more accurate projections of solar cell degradation allowing for longer mission lifetimes. For this analysis, significant efforts went into spectrally inverting the CEASE data, which revealed that the actual radiation environment differed significantly from the expected AP9 environment. These same conclusions could have been determined in real time with much less time and effort if there were an independent sensor onboard that measured the displacement damage dose directly. It has become evident from these two examples that on-orbit displacement damage (DD) dosimetry is needed to resolve such anomalies in a timely fashion and largely has been ignored in past satellite programs. There are several detector packages that are available to characterize the radiation environment such as CEASE [13] and CARMEN-2 [14] . Each of these packages are very powerful and can quantify several radiation hazards such as TID, spacecraft charging and single event effects (SEE). Each of these packages can be very costly to integrate on a satellite and have their limitations. For example, Carmen-2 measures the DDD by monitoring the current through a GaAs light emitting diode, but the sensor is located behind shielding such that only protons having energies greater than MeV reach the sensor. This could lead to an inaccurate estimation of the total DDD accumulated in a proton-dominated environment if the lower energy portion of the spectra changes over time while in-orbit. For example, in the case for solar cells, the contribution of high-energy proton displacement damage ( MeV) to the degradation of the maximum power is only a small fraction of the overall damage [15] . Therefore, if the lower energy proton contribution of the spectra changes over time, then estimates of the DDD deposited in a device could be inaccurate because the space environment, in general, is weighted toward lower energy protons which do more damage than higher energy protons. Having a DDD dosimeter device that is not heavily shielded is important. The CEASE instrument is much more robust as several energy channels over an appropriate energy range are represented for both protons and electrons. However, a spectral inversion process must be performed to convert detector counts to particle fluence data. Thereafter, those data need to be input into a secondary code to get DDD and device degradation. A significant amount of work has been presented using a silicon p-i-n diode for neutron dose monitoring [16] - [20] , but less work has focused on dosimetry for DD induced by protons and electrons. GaAs devices have some clear advantages over silicon when monitoring DD induced by electrons and/or protons. First, it has been shown that room temperature annealing (i.e., defect stability issues) is possible in irradiated silicon devices [17] , [21] . Second, silicon devices, especially for solar cell application, have a large diffusion length ( micrometers) so nonuniform damage in the device active region is likely. The proton energy is, therefore, not well defined in the device which invalidates NIEL scaling for lower energy protons ( MeV) [22] . In contrast, GaAs-based devices have much shorter minority carrier diffusion lengths ( m), and various measured electrical parameters have been shown to correlate very well over a broad proton energy range, which simplifies device calibration and significantly reduces ground-based radiation testing cost [23] - [25] . Some deviations from NIEL scaling for GaAs devices have been observed for proton energies MeV, but the damage coefficients representing increases in dark currents do track with NIEL scaling over high energies., Results are shown in Section III-A.
The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate that the measured forward-biased dark current of a GaAs p-n junction diode can be used as a metric for measuring the amount of absorbed DD over a large proton energy range. The forward biased dark current of the device was designed to be dominated by generation-recombination at the p-n junction. This simplifies the sensor's ground-based calibration, improves accuracy, and also allows the device to be operated over a larger range of voltages thereby making this device an ideal candidate for a DD dosimeter. The long-term objectives of this research are to investigate a detector package that can be used to quantify DD in real time having low size, weight, and power (SWaP), and low cost. The Realtime Radiation Displacement Damage Dosimeter (R2D3) sensor could be placed strategically in a spacecraft system to monitor the DD absorbed in a neighboring part which is DD susceptible. The sensor could be used with any or no shielding material which will extend the detectable energy range of particles incident on the active region of the device.
A. On-Orbit Radiation Dosimetry
The GPS and TacSat4 examples described above clearly show that on-orbit radiation DD dosimetry is becoming increasingly important for an accurate assessment of spacecraft anomalies which are attributed to DD radiation effects. There [10] are a large number of dosimeters used onboard spacecraft, but there is a noted lack of a simple, devoted DD dosimeter for on-orbit operations. There are telemetered data from spacecraft that display evidence of displacement damage effects such solar array power loss, but the rates of damage of these devices cannot be used as accurate dosimetry tools for many reasons.
There is a clear need to have a DD dosimeter onboard a spacecraft to properly assess the DD hazard. There are many currently available instruments to measure radiation environments on spacecraft. There was a study performed in 2008 [26] which provided a list of recommended sensors (see Table I ) to measure the various radiation environments encountered by the spacecraft in orbit. Note that, while these sensors are effective in measuring radiation environments addressing total ionizing dose (TID), spacecraft charging (SC) and SEE, there are none explicitly addressing DD effects. Some of these detectors can be used to obtain DD information through additional data reduction and modelling. However, none can be used to measure the DDD directly. In the two examples given above, the BDD and CEASE instruments were used to obtain the proton and electron radiation environments for the GPS and TacSat4 spacecraft, respectively. However, the data from these detectors were post-processed to provide integral fluence data as a function of particle energy. To get information about DDD (and TID) deposition and the associated responses by onboard devices needed the inclusion of several additional data processing steps. Furthermore, the costs associated in integrating these instruments into the spacecraft can be significant and prohibitive.
The results of this 2008 study [13] compounded by the results obtained in the two examples provided above clearly show both the need as well as the current lack of a device that explicitly measures the effects of DD on orbit, in real time, and at low cost and SWaP. R2D3 will address these concerns.
B. Displacement Damage Dose
Ionizing dose is calculated by combining the particle fluence with the ionizing stopping power (or linear energy threshold, LET) of a given material. In an analogous manner, the displacement damage dose (DDD, in units of MeV/g) is determined by combining the particle fluence and the nonionizing energy loss (NIEL), which is the rate at which atomic displacements are produced in a material from recoiling atoms caused by primary radiation particles such as electrons and protons [1] - [5] . The NIEL calculation involves knowledge of the differential scattering cross section for atomic displacements, the recoiling atom kinematics, and a term called the Lindhard partition factor which separates out the nonionizing and ionizing energy loss components of the recoiling atom. There are primarily two physical interactions contributing to the total NIEL: 1) screened Coulombic and 2) nuclear. The nuclear component only becomes important for positive ions having energies MeV/AMU. DDD has been shown to be very effective in correlating DD effects of differing energetic particles on the performance of several devices thereby establishing an easy method to create a characteristic damage curve for a particular metric in a device. As an example, consider electron and proton radiation effects on the solar cell maximum power parameter [6] , [11] . To fully qualify a solar cell for space application, the heritage model developed by the California Institute of Technology/Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) [27] requires ground irradiation testing to be performed at several electron and proton energies each with multiple fluences to achieve independent damage curves. In the JPL model, these data are used to generate a set of relative damage coefficients (RDCs) from which the degradation performance can be predicted behind different shielding levels from both proton and electron omnidirectional energy spectra. This method is used to properly size and/or shield (with coverglass) the solar array to meet mission end-of-life (EOL) requirements. This approach is rigorously correct but requires a significant amount of ground-based irradiation data and is thus very costly and time consuming. An analogous technique to predict on-orbit solar cell performance based on DDD [6] , [11] has been documented with the results comparing very well with that obtained from the JPL model. It was demonstrated that, using the calculated NIEL to correlate DD radiation effects due to different energetic particles, the multi-energetic ground-based radiation data as a function of particle fluence could be transformed into two characteristic damage curves, one for protons (and neutrons) and the other for 1 MeV electrons, as functions of DDD and 1 MeV electron DDD. This implies that these characteristic curves can be obtained using much less ground testing thereby saving significant time and cost in the space qualification process. Effects from combined electron and proton spectra can be obtained using functional forms of these data [6] , [9] , [10] . The reason that two models agree is because the energy dependence of the RDCs and NIEL agree over a large energy range. Note that the NIEL approach is only valid when the condition of uniform damage applies. This translates to devices having sufficiently thin active regions which specifically invalidates the method for protons on silicon devices.
These results show how the generation of the characteristic radiation degradation curve for the metric of interest can be generated using conveniently chosen ground test irradiation particles so long that they traverse through the active area of the device with uniform DD deposition. For many III-V based devices, protons on the order of a few MeV are satisfactory to meet this requirement and are relatively inexpensive and easy to obtain. The simplicity of characteristic curve generation using this method has important implications for future space cell qualification and requalification of existing ones, as characterizing a new technology (often having many design iterations to make the device as radiation hard as possible) can now be done with a minimum of ground test data. Also note that this method is readily applicable to modelling other devices which display DD sensitivity. All that is needed is the generation of the characteristic degradation curve of interest for that particular device as a function of DDD.
The DDD approach is now included in the AIAA S-111 Standard document "Qualification and Quality Requirements for Space Solar Cells" [28] . In this effort, this theory has been applied to produce the SCREAM code to calculate EOL solar cell performance using the DDD methodology [7] , [8] . In SCREAM, the user inputs the particle fluence spectra and chooses the shielding (including a multilayer option) and device technology, after which the code is executed to calculate the EOL performance. Another useful option in SCREAM is ShielDDDose [10] , where DDD-depth profiles can be obtained in a material or a particular material in a layered stack of materials analogous to what the Shieldose2 code does for ionizing dose-depth calculations.
This paper describes the R2D3 in the application of on-orbit spacecraft dosimetry. Proton ground testing has been performed to generate a suitable characteristic damage curve using the forward-biased current in GaAs p-n junction structures as the radiation degradation metric. To determine the errors associated with such a device as measured on orbit, additional proton testing was performed in situ. The results are acceptable thereby giving the R2D3 initial feasibility for space use.
II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
The samples used in this study were GaAs photodiodes grown on GaAs substrates by molecular beam epitaxy. A detailed description of the photodiodes is given in [23] . The wafers were grown and processed at NRL. A sample consisted of three photodiodes (2.4 mm diameter) and four solid diodes (1 mm in diameter). Current-voltage measurements were performed in the dark (DIV) on each sample both before and after irradiation. The DIV measurements were performed using a Keithley 2635A source measure unit using a four-point probe technique both at NRL and at the radiation facilities when needed.
Two sets of irradiation campaigns were performed. The first set of irradiations were performed using 2 and 225 MeV protons. The 2 MeV proton irradiations were performed at the NRL Pelletron facility up to a maximum fluence of h cm . The 225 MeV proton irradiations were performed at the Francis H. Burr Proton Therapy Center to a maximum fluence of h cm . Different samples were irradiated at open circuit at several fluence levels and brought back to NRL for electrical characterization. Dosimetry was accomplished using Faraday cups in both facilities and all irradiations were performed at room temperature with low enough beam currents to avoid any significant increase in sample temperature. Typical flux values were~h cm s. The 2 and 225 MeV irradiations were performed in vacuum and air, respectively.
The second set of irradiations were performed to simulate the on-orbit response. The samples were exposed to 50 MeV protons at the TRIUMF radiation facility, located in Vancouver, BC, Canada. The samples were mounted in printed circuit boards and were wire bonded using 1 mil (25.4 micrometer) gold wires to enable in situ current measurements (Fig. 1) . Each device was connected to enable four point probe measurements. Two irradiation experiments were performed. For the first one, full DIV data were taken prior to and following incremental fluences to develop full characteristic degradation data (calibration curve). For the second one, full DIV data were taken in situ while the beam was on (during proton exposure). These measured current values were then used to predict the corresponding fluence values (via DDD) using the calibration data. The typical beam flux at TRIUMF was h cm s but was reduced to h cm s during in situ characterization to eliminate proton-induced beam current effects.These irradiations were also performed at room temperature and in air. Dosimetry was accomplished using an ion chamber.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Characteristic Degradation Curve Development
The response of the GaAs diode dark current as a function of forward bias voltage both prior to and after 2 MeV and 225 MeV proton irradiation with proton fluences up to cm are shown in Figs. 2 and 3 , respectively. The dashed line represents the preradiation DIV response, while the solid lines correspond to DIV response after proton exposure with increasing fluence levels. In all cases, the dark current increases with increasing proton fluence over the entire voltage range. Fig. 4 shows the same data in Fig. 2 where the measured dark current values at fixed voltage bias points ( V V) are plotted as a function of 2 MeV proton fluence. There is a noted linear dependence in current as a function of the fluence for all bias voltage points shown. The 2 and 225 MeV proton dark current data are combined and plotted as a function of DDD in Fig. 5 using total NIEL data for GaAs [2] . The NIEL values for 2 and 225 MeV protons on GaAs is 2.89 10 and 3.21 10 MeV cm /g. The linearity of the data with DDD is seen to extend order of magnitude by adding the 225 MeV data to the plot.
The data in Fig. 5 can now be classified as characteristic degradation data, or calibration data, representing the dark current increase for these particular GaAs p-n junction diodes. The effects of proton irradiation on this device can be determined using the calibration data in conjunction with the proton NIEL. The fact that these data are linear over a large proton energy range and at a wide voltage bias range gives us good confidence that this device structure is an excellent candidate for a DD dosimeter for either monoenergetic or spectral proton energies. The data at low and high bias values do show some effects of nonlinearity and can be explained by the presence of shunt and series resistance effects, respectively. Nonetheless, the acceptable voltage range of linearity is~0.4-0.7 V which gives an excellent trade space in absolute current measurement capabilities. That is, different bias values can be applied to this structure to bring the current into a desired measurement range in the final circuit of the R2D3. A full voltage sweep would provide a lot of data to work with in practice.
B. Simulation of On-Orbit Performance
To simulate the on-orbit response and check the general feasibility that this system will work in space, additional proton irradiations were performed on GaAs devices. The devices were packaged (see Fig. 1 ) so the diode dark currents could be measured in situ during proton exposure. The irradiations were performed using 50 MeV protons at TRIUMF. Two sets of radiation experiments were performed in this effort. The first set of experiments set out to define the characteristic dark current degradation data (similar to the data in Fig. 5 ) of which the results are shown in Fig. 6 . The fluence values were converted to DDD using a 50 MeV proton NIEL value of MeV cm g. The current data shown in Fig. 6 has three functional dependencies (regions) with displacement damage dose in contrast to the data of Fig. 5 where only a linear dependence is observed. For the 50 MeV proton data set, the radiation experiments started at much lower fluence values in order to find the onset of measurable dark current increase. In region 1, there is a minimal change in dark current (mechanism unknown) until the DDD reaches MeV/g. Thereafter, there is an increase in slope as defined by region 2 until MeV/g. Region 3 is then defined showing the linear behavior with the dark current and DDD. Region 3 is consistent with the dark current being dominated by recombination processes also presented in Fig. 5 . The slope of the curve in region 2 is consistent with the dark current being dominated by diffusion processes. This was previously not observed in earlier datasets because experiments were not carried out at these lower DDD values. The lines in Fig. 6 for regions 2 and 3 are the characteristic damage curves at each bias point determined from fits using equations (4) and (5), which are presented below.
The second set of experiments taken at TRIUMF aimed to test how well the measured dark current can be used to predict the particle fluence (DDD) using the characteristic degradation data generated from the first set of experiments. The beam fluence at the facility is measured in terms of monitor counts. Full dark current voltage sweeps were measured with the 50 MeV proton beam on in situ at random increasing monitor counts. The monitor counts were converted to a known fluence level. These results for several discrete forward bias voltages are shown in Fig. 7 where the lines represent the characteristic degradation data (first experiment) and the data points represent the in situ measured dark current. The agreement is excellent over a large DDD and voltage bias range. An estimate of errors can be obtained through these experiments. The predicted DDD as a function of actual DDD is plotted in Fig. 8 . The different symbol types correspond to current values measured at different forward bias voltages. The predicted DDD was calculated using the characteristic degradation data curves (first experiment) and the dark current that was measured in situ (second experiment). The solid line represents the actual fluence values. Data above and below this line correspond to an overestimate and underestimate, respectively. To quantitatively access the uncertainty in using the dark current to predict the DDD on-orbit, a plot showing the percent error is shown in Fig. 9 . The horizontal dashed lines represent error. For the most part, the data are bound by these limits with the exception of DDD values below MeV/g and the 0.4 V dataset. The percent error actually decreases for increasing DDD values.
The reason for the large deviations at low DDD values is evident from Fig. 6 . For DDD values below MeV/g, a small change in measured current leads to a large uncertainty in the predicted DDD value because of the very steep slope of the characteristic degradation data evident when plotted as DDD versus dark current. When the current degradation mechanism changes from being diffusion current dominated to recombination current dominated, there is a decrease in the slope of the characteristic damage curve with a corresponding reduction in uncertainty in the predicted DDD. Although there is a large percent error for DDD values below MeV/g, this would not be so important for most space missions. For example, consider the GPS orbit. A dose value of~MeV/g (indicated by vertical line in Fig. 9 ), which is the sensitivity limit of the current sensor design, would be reached in~0.5 days in orbit if this device had 1 mil of aluminum shielding. This dose value would be reached much sooner for a device with no shielding. Therefore, this sensor can be used for real-time DDD monitoring. Since this dose value is reached in less than a day for most missions, the large uncertainties observed at the low dose values are not important for space applications. Also, the same DDD value can be predicted at different forward bias voltages, so the accuracy could be improved by averaging these DDD values. 
IV. DISCUSSION
A. Damage Mechanisms
The results presented in Section III can be qualitatively explained using conventional p-n junction theory. The forward-biased current in the dark of a junction is given by (1) where is the diffusion current constant in the quasi neutral regions of the device, is the recombination-generation current constant in the space charge region (SCR), is the series resistance, is the shunt resistance, is the Boltzmann constant, and is the temperature. The fitting constants and can be expressed as
where are the electron and hole diffusion coefficients, respectively, is the intrinsic carrier concentration, are the minority carrier life time in the n-and p-regions, respectively, are the acceptor and donor doping concentrations on each side of the junction, is the built-in voltage, and is the width of the SCR with no applied bias.
Each dark current dataset in Figs. 2 and 3 were fit to (1) using a nonlinear least squares fitting routine to determine the fitting parameters, , , , and . The result of such a fit is shown in Fig. 2 for the preradiation data represented by the + symbols. The values for the fitting constants to the preradiation data are shown in the figure. Depending on the device technology, structure, and measurement voltage range, the forward Fig. 10 .
fitting term as a function of proton fluence for the 2 MeV and 225 MeV proton datasets. Each dataset was fit using (1) to extract the fitting term.
bias dark current can be characterized by four regions: 1) diffusion; 2) recombination; 3) shunt resistance; and 4) series resistance. The dark current due to recombination in the depletion region usually dominates at low-voltage bias, and the dark current associated with diffusion in the quasi neutral region dominates at higher voltage bias regions. The magnitude where each mechanism contributes to the forward bias current depends on varied parameters such as the material type, doping and layer thicknesses. For the GaAs diodes in the present work, these regions are illustrated in the preradiation data. For V V, shunt resistance dominates the current. From V the recombination current ( ) dominates. Thereafter, there is an increase in the slope when the diffusion current ( ) begins to dominate, and eventually series resistance dominates the current flow causing a "roll-over" or flattening effect which is more evident in radiation data than the preradiation data set for this data set. However, after irradiation, the slope is fairly constant over a large bias range (0.1 to 0.8 V) indicating that the current is dominated by one of the mechanisms discussed above.
Prior to irradiation, the diffusion current constant was already orders of magnitude smaller than the recombination component . After irradiation, the recombination current continued to dominate the forward bias current. The dark current in these GaAs diodes over this fluence range is thereby dominated by Shockley-Read-Hall recombination (SRH) in the SCR. The fitting results for as a function of proton fluence is shown in Fig. 10 for both the 2 MeV and 225 MeV proton data. It is clear that the DIV response depends on the both the proton energy and fluence. These same data have been replotted in Fig. 11 as a function of DDD by multiplying the proton fluence by the corresponding NIEL value for protons in GaAs ( and MeV cm g for 2 and 225 MeV protons, respectively). When plotted as a function of DDD, the data collapse and can be represented by a single characteristic curve (solid line in Fig. 11) . The rate at which defects are introduced and their effect on the forward bias dark current is linearly proportional to the total NIEL. The basic mechanisms and dependence of the diffusion and recombination current constants with particle fluence can be qualitatively explained with the following substitutions:
and for with the defect concentration given by (assuming linear trap introduction rates), (2) and (3) can be rewritten as (4) (5) where and are defined in [29] . Equations (4) and (5) indicate that the diffusion dark current constant has a square root dependence with particle fluence while the recombination dark current constant has a linear relationship with fluence (or displacement damage dose when fluence is converted to DDD using NIEL). The data in Fig. 11 were fit to (5), and the slope was determined to be 1.013, which confirms the dark current of this diode over this DDD range is dominated by recombination in the depletion region. However, the 50 MeV proton data set in Fig. 6 shows that the current increase is dominated be either diffusion (region 2) or recombination (region 3) processes depending on the DDD value.
B. R2D3 Development
The in situ electrical characterization has given confidence that the device can be used in a space environment to predict DDD. There does not appear to be any current injection annealing, and GaAs devices are also well known to be insensitive to thermal annealing until~C. The R2D3 development of the prototype is currently underway. It is desired to have data collection, storage, and telemetry as well as temperature measurement contained in the R2D3 package. For the measurement electronics, different levels of processing complexity in the implementation are being explored. At the high end of complexity, we are looking at a radiation-hardened version of the 8051 microcontroller. This is the same microcontroller used on the Microelectronics and Photonics Test Bed (MPTB) experiment payload. An alternative approach to this would be a radhard field-programmable gate array (FPGA) that implements a simple state machine to make the necessary analog measurements and send the data to the host spacecraft. In both cases, a rad-hard high-resolution analog-to-digital converter will make the necessary measurements.
V. CONCLUSIONS
A characteristic degradation curve of the dark current in irradiated GaAs p-n junction diodes was obtained as a function of DDD following proton irradiations from 2 to 225 MeV. The linearity of the characteristic damage curve gives credence to a novel DD dosimeter for space applications. Furthermore, the wide voltage bias range over which the linearity is obtained simplifies the on-orbit measurement requirements. Additional proton testing at 50 MeV was performed to simulate measurements in space and yielded error estimates within 10% of expected values. The R2D3 system will contain the GaAs device with the associated measurement electronics for data collection, storage, and telemetry and offers a low-SWaP and low-cost option for DD dosimetry for space and ground applications. A full voltage sweep in orbit will yield a large amount of data to improve error estimates. Future research will involve electron testing and temperature effects.
